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Figure 1. Multiple myeloma cell lines express CD74 on the cell surface

A) Histograms of the DBCO-Alexa647conjugated SP7219 binding to different MM cell lines by 
FACS analysis (red). Unstained cells were used as negative control (blue). B) Quantitation of cell 
binding activity of DBCO-Alexa647 SP7219 to MM cell lines. MFI=Median Fluorescent Intensity; 
ABC=Antibody Binding Capacity; BD=Below Detection.

Figure 6. STRO-001 induces dose-responsive ablation of B-cells in 
cynomolgus monkeys

B-cells were quantitated using flow cytometry. Total lymphocyte populations were identified using 
a gating strategy consisting of CD45 fluorescent staining and side-scatter characteristics (SSC) 
demarcation (CD45brightSSCdim) to delineate lymphocyte populations. The relative values for CD3- 
CD20+ cells obtained from the flow cytometer were multiplied by the absolute lymphocyte count 
from the hematology analysis to enumerate absolute cell counts. The graph above normalizes the 
relative B-cell numbers for each animal at each time point to the pre-dose B-cell numbers, depicted 
as average values +/- SEM.

Figure 5. SP7676 is a potent inhibitor of tumor growth in the ANBL-6 Melphalan 
refractory MM subcutaneous disease model

A) Tumor growth of SCID mice following inoculation 2x107 ANBL-6  MM cells and treatment with ve-
hicle, the SP7219 or SP7676. 
B) Body weight change of all mice on study, calculated relative to weight at the start of treatment 
(day 14) as mean body weight± SEM. 
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RESULTS

CELL BINDING AND DETERMINATION OF ANTIBODY BINDING CAPACITY (ABC) ON CELL SURFACE. Cells were blocked with 
Human Fc block from BD and then incubated with 100nM of DBCO-Alexa647 conjugated to SP7219 in FACS buffer (PBS+1% 
BSA) on ice for 60 minutes. Samples were then washed twice and analyzed on BD FACS Canto system. Median Fluorescent    
Intensity (MFI) was calculated by FlowJo. Antibody binding capacity (ABC) on cell surface was determined by Quantum     
Simply Cellular anti-human IgG beads from Bangs Laboratories, Inc.

ADC CELL KILLING ASSAYS. Cytotoxicity effects of the free drug linkers and ADCs were measured with a cell proliferation 
assay. Filter sterilized samples were serial diluted under sterile conditions and added onto cells on 384-well flat bottom white 
polystyrene plate. Plates were cultured at 37°C in a CO2 incubator for 72hrs. Cell viability was measured using Cell Titer-Glo® 
reagent. The relative luminescence measured by ENVISION® plate reader were converted to % viability using untreated cells 
as controls. Data was fitted using  GraphPad Prism. 

XENOGRAFT MODELS. CB17 SCID mice were intravenously injected with 1x107 CAG or ARP-1 cells via the tail vein or 
subcutaneously with 2x107 ANBL-6 cells + matrigel. Randomization and treatment was initiated 2 weeks post-tumor 
inoculation when tumors were established. Animals were administered with test articles, doses and dosing regimen as 
indicated in the figure legends. Body weights and tumor measurements (for ANBL-6 tumors only) were monitored twice 
weekly. For disseminated model, study endpoints included survival (significant change in body weight) and/or clinical signs 
of moribundity. In ARP-1 study, bone marrow was harvested from 14 days after last dose to assess human CD138+ cells.  

EXPLORATORY TOXICOLOGY IN CYNOMOLGOUS MONKEY. An exploratory safety study was conducted in female 
cynomolgus monkeys, and animals were given i.v. doses of vehicle, 1, 3, 10 or 30 mg/kg on day 1 and day 15 followed by 
a 28-day observation period post-last dose. Animals were observed for clinical signs and evaluated for clinical pathology 
(hematology, coagulation and serum chemistry) and immunophenotyping, as well as analysis of pharmacokinetic properties 
of the molecule.

MATERIALS & METHODS

CONCLUSIONS
• Sutro’s technology allows for the generation of novel, specific, and homogenous ADCs 

targeting CD74.

• ADCs targeting CD74 produce efficient cell-killing in multiple MM cell lines.

• ADCs targeting CD74 led to the suppression of tumor growth in three MM models in vivo: 
ANBL-6, CAG, and ARP-1.

• Initial toxicology study in cynomolgus monkeys did not produce any unexpected findings; the 
main result of treatment with STRO-001 was B-cell depletion followed by recovery. 

• IND-enabling studies are planned.

Figure 4. STRO-001 and SP7676 significantly reduce tumor burden in disseminated 
ARP-1 MM model

SCID mice injected i.v. with ARP-1 cells were treated q7dx4 with vehicle, 3 mg/kg STRO-001 or 3 
mg/kg SP7676 starting on d14 post-inoculation and harvested on d49. Non-inoculated controls did 
not receive cells or treatment. A) Representative dot plots showing STRO-001 and SP7676 inhibited 
ARP-1 growth in the bone marrow. B) Quantification of percent CD138+cells in BM. C) Formation 
of internal ARP-1 tumors was abrogated by STRO-001 and SP7676 treatment. D) Quantification of 
internal tumor tissue weight. Statistical analysis using one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple 
comparison test. (****, p<0.0001; ***, p<0.001; **p<0.01 ).  All graphs are depicted as average values 
+/- standard error of the mean (SEM).
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Figure 2. STRO-001 ADC targeting of CD74 results in efficient cell killing in vitro 

STRO-001 ADC was used to determine the IC50 and percent span of killing in MM cell lines. 
A) Cell survival curve showing percentage of viable cells at different concentrations of 
STRO-001 for MM cell lines. B) Quantitation of IC50 and cell killing span (% of cells killed). 
NK=No Killing
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Figure 3. SP7676 increases survival in the disseminated CAG MM model

Kaplan-Meier curve of SCID mice inoculated with 1x107 CAG MM cells. 14 days after tumor cell 
inoculation, 10 mice were randomized to each group and treated either with vehicle (PBS), SP7219, 
a range of doses of the ADC SP7676 or melphalan. The experiment was terminated at 92 days, and 
median survival was compared using a log-rank test. NS= not significant; NR= not reached. 
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Rationale for targeting CD74 (HLA-DR-associated invariant chain)
CD74 is a type II transmembrane glycoprotein that is rapidly internalized and 
recycled back to the membrane.

Discovery of CD74-targeting ADCs 
ADCs are emerging as a promising class of cancer biopharmaceuticals that 
combine the specificity of monoclonal antibodies with the anti-tumor activity 
of cytotoxic agents. 

We have developed a novel anti-CD74 human IgG1 antibody, SP7219, and 
conjugated this at specific amino acids to non-cleavable maytansinoid linker-
warheads (TCRS296 or SC236) with a drug-antibody ratio (DAR) of 2, to generate  
two potent ADCs, SP7676 and STRO-001. 

Development of SP7219, SP7676 and STRO-001 using Sutro’s proprietary Xpress 
Cell-Free (XpressCF+) system2. SP7219 was discovered from a Fab ribosome 
display library and screening platform based on XpressCF.  SP7219 was selected 
based on optimal affinity, cell binding, internalization, biophysical properties, 
and immunogenicity potential.  The non-natural amino acid (nnAA) pAMF was 
incorporated at different sites on SP7219, with the optimal sites selected based on 
conjugation efficiency, cell killing activity and PK in mice.  SP7219 was conjugated 
at pAMF to the noncleavable maytansinoid linker-warheads TCRS296 or SC236 to 
generate SP7676 or STRO-001, respectively.

BACKGROUND

CD74 
Functions

• Formation and transport of MHC class II
• B-cell maturation via a nuclear factor-kappa B (NF-KB)  

mediated pathway 
• Involved in signal transduction of macrophage migration 

inhibitory factor (MIF)  
• Mediation of disease progression in a variety of              

malignancies

CD74 
Expression

• Normal tissues: HLA class II positive cells, including B-cells, 
monocytes, macrophages, Langerhans cells, dendritic cells, 
subsets of activated T cells and thymic epithelium.

• Overexpression in malignancy: Immunohistochemistry (IHC) 
using the anti-CD74 antibody LL1 demonstrated 19 / 22 
multiple myeloma specimens stained positively for CD74, with 
16 of these specimens demonstrating strong CD74 expression 
in > 95% of the myeloma cells1
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Development of the CD74-targeting lead antibody and novel, specific and 
homogeneous ADCs.
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